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Frequently the reliabilities of the linguistic values of the variables in the rule base are becoming important in the modeling of
fuzzy systems. Taking into consideration the reliability degree of the fuzzy values of variables of the rules the design of inference
mechanism acquires importance. For this purpose, Z number based fuzzy rules that include constraint and reliability degrees
of information are constructed. Fuzzy rule interpolation is presented for designing of an inference engine of fuzzy rule-based
system. 	e mathematical background of the fuzzy inference system based on interpolative mechanism is developed. Based on
interpolative inference process Z number based fuzzy controller for control of dynamic plant has been designed. 	e transient
response characteristic of designed controller is compared with the transient response characteristic of the conventional fuzzy
controller. 	e obtained comparative results demonstrate the suitability of designed system in control of dynamic plants.

1. Introduction

In industry some dynamic plants are characterized by uncer-
tainty of environment and fuzziness of information. Deter-
ministic models used to control these dynamic plants usually
prove to be insu
cient to adequately describe the processes.
One of the e�ective ways for modeling and controlling of
these plants is the use of fuzzy systems based on If-	en
rules.	e rules of the fuzzy systems are basically constructed
using the knowledge of experts or experienced specialists.
Sometimes the people have made a rational decision using
uncertain, incomplete information. Fuzzy logic allows han-
dling uncertain and imprecise knowledge and provides a
powerful framework for reasoning. 	e design of the rules
and also the reliabilities of the linguistic values of the variables
in these rules are an important issue in the modeling of the
systems. Taking into consideration the reliability degree of
fuzzy values used in the fuzzy If-	en rules the design of
decision-making module acquires importance. 	e descrip-
tion of this decision-making mechanism is very hard and
its simulation is di
cult. Zadeh suggested Z number to deal

with uncertain information with the degree of its reliability.
Z number provides fuzzy restriction and reliability informa-
tion [1].

Recently fuzzy set theory is e
ciently applied for solution
di�erent real world problems. 	ese research works are
basically based on type-1 or type-2 fuzzy systems. In these
researches the reliability of information is taken into consid-
eration. Z number provided in [1] allows representing fuzzy
constraint and reliability of the fuzzy system. Z number based
systems have been discussed and designed in many research
works [1–3]. Comparing with the classical fuzzy set, Z num-
ber based fuzzy set more adequately describes the knowledge
of human. 	e theory can describe both constraint and
reliability of information [1]. 	e concept of Z number is
investigated and also applied to solve di�erent problems.
In [3, 4] Z numbers are used to solve the multicriteria
decision-making problem. However the approach proposed
in these researches are based on converting Z number to
fuzzy numbers on the base of the approach presented in
[5]. Reference [6] uses Z number for multicriteria decision-
making, where Z number is converted to the interval-valued
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fuzzy set with a footprint of uncertainty and then by com-
puting the centroid it is converted to the crisp numbers for
decision-making. 	ese researchers present the advantages
of the presented approach based on their low computational
complexity. However the converting Z numbers in real
numbers may lead to the signicant loss of information and,
therefore, this may a�ect the performance of designed fuzzy
system.

	e paper [7] suggests the use of Z number in the
perception of the uncertainty of the information conveyed by
a natural language statement and to merge human-a�ective
perspectiveswithComputingwithWords (CWW). Reference
[8] considers an application of Z number based approach to
the AHP. 	e presented work is also based on the approach
proposed in [5]. In [9] a fair price approach for a participation
in a decision-making under interval, set-valued, fuzzy, and Z
number uncertainty is considered.

As shown, using Z numbers, a set of research works
on arithmetic operations and decision-making have been
done.	e use of Z numbers in decision-making, control, and
modeling needs to use e
cient inference mechanism for the
designed system. Reference [2] suggests usingZ interpolation
in inference process. In [10]Kóczy andHirota purposed inter-
polative reasoning in the sparse fuzzy rule base. 	is method
maintains the logical interpretation of modus ponens. 	e
method is distance based approximate fuzzy reasoning [10,
11]. 	ere are many di�erent distance denitions for fuzzy
sets [12]. 	ese are absolute distance, Euclidian distance,
disconsistency measure, Hausdor� measure, and Kaufman
and Gupta measure. Reference [12] points that the main
deciency of these measures is that the information of the
shape of the membership function of the fuzzy sets is mostly
lost. Using distance measure of two fuzzy sets A and B
and given fuzzy set A�, it is impossible to construct the
second fuzzy set B�. Reference [12] mentions that Kóczy
measure can be used to solve this problem. Kóczy distance
is based on �-cuts of two fuzzy sets. In [10, 11] using Kóczy
measure a fuzzy interpolative reasoning was proposed. 	e
interpolative approximate reasoning is applied to the solution
of di�erent problems [13, 14]. In this paper, the derivation
of the interpolative approximate reasoning for Z number
based fuzzy rules is considered.	e designed method is then
applied for solving of dynamic plants control.

	e paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the interpolative approximate reasoning method. Section 3
considers the use of the interpolative approximate reasoning
method for Z numbers. Section 4 presents the application
of the designed interpolative approximate reasoning for the
development of control system of the dynamic plant.

2. Fuzzy Rule Interpolation

	e inference technique of fuzzy logic resembles human
reasoning capabilities. In the literature various fuzzy rea-
soning methods are purposed to process uncertain infor-
mation and increase the performance of the designed sys-
tems. 	ese fuzzy reasoning methods are mainly based on
the compositional inference rule, analogy and similarity,
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Figure 1:Membership function, inmum, and supremum for �-cut.

interpolation, and the concept of distance. 	e speed, pro-
cessing capabilities, and complexity of these reasoning meth-
ods are important issues.

In the paper inference based on fuzzy interpolation of
rules is used. Fuzzy rule interpolation is proposed by Kóczy
and Hirota [10, 11] and is designated for use for sparse
rule base. 	e inference engine requires the satisfaction
of the following conditions: the used fuzzy sets should be
continuous, convex, and normal, with bounded support.

	e proposed inference method is based on distance
measure. Here the distance measure of two fuzzy sets is
described using a fuzzy set dened in the interval [0, 1]. 	e
used distancemeasure is based on�-cut. Let us consider some
concepts used for two fuzzy sets �1 and �2. �-cut of fuzzy
sets �1 and �2 will be denoted as �1� and �2�. We say that
fuzzy set �1 is less than �2; that is, �1 < �2, i�

inf {�1�} < inf {�2�} ,
sup {�1�} < sup {�2�} , (1)

where inf{�1�} and inf{�2�} are inmum of �1 and �2;
sup{�1�} and sup{�2�} are supremum of �1 and �2 (Fig-
ure 1).

Let us consider the following case. Assume that we
have fuzzy rule base for the controller and in the result of
observation we detect that input variable X is �∗. Let us
determine the output� of the rule-based system.Assume that�∗ is located between fuzzy sets�1 and�2. Let us determine
the output of fuzzy system using the rules which includes �1
and �2 fuzzy sets.

Rules:

Given that � is �∗
If � is �1 Then � is �1
If � is �2 Then � is �2
Find Conclusion � = �∗?

(2)

If �1 < �∗ < �2 and �1 < �2 then using linear
interpolation [10] shows that
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	 (�∗, �1)	 (�∗, �2) = 	 (�∗, �1)	 (�∗, �2) . (3)

Here 	(∗) is the distance between two fuzzy sets. Various
formulas are applied to calculate 	(∗) distance between two
sets. 	ese are the following: Hamming distance, Euclidian
distance, Hausdor� distance, and Kaufman-Gupta distance.

	 (�, �) = |� − �| ;
	 (�, �) = √(� − �)2
	 (�, �) = max{sup

�∈�
inf
�∈	

	 (�, �) , sup
�∈	

inf
�∈�

	 (�, �) , }
	 (�, �) = (�����1 − �1���� + �����2 − �2����)2 (�2 − �1) .

(4)

Here [�1, �2] and [�1, �2] are supports of A and B, respec-
tively. [�1, �2] is the support of both A and B. Reference [12]
notices that these distance measures do not give information
about the shape of themembership functions of the fuzzy sets.
Kóczy andHirota [10, 11] introduced distance based on�-cuts
of the two fuzzy sets. Using this distance the nal fuzzy set can

easily be constructed. Kóczy and Hirota [10, 11] based on �-
cut calculated lower 	
 and upper 	� distances between �1�
and �2�:

	
 (�1�, �2�) = 	 (inf {�1�} , inf {�2�}) ;
	� (�1�, �2�) = 	 (sup {�1�} , sup {�2�}) . (5)

Here

	
 (�∗�, �1�) = 	 (inf {�∗�} , inf {�1�})
= inf {�∗�} − inf {�1�}

	� (�∗�, �2�) = 	 (sup {�∗�} , sup {�2�})
= sup {�∗�} − sup {�2�}

	
 (�∗� , �1�) = 	 (inf {�∗�} , inf {�1�})
= inf {�∗�} − inf {�1�}

	� (�∗� , �2�) = 	 (sup {�∗� } , sup {�2�})
= sup {�∗�} − sup {�2�} .

(6)

It is needed to mention that Hamming or Euclidian
formula can be used in (5) to measure the distances. Taking
(5) into (3) we can obtain the following:

inf {�∗�} = (1/	�
 (�1�, �∗�)) inf {�1�} + (1/	�
 (�2�, �∗�)) inf {�2�}1/	�
 (�1�, �∗�) + 1/	�
 (�2�, �∗�)
sup {�∗�} = (1/	�� (�1�, �∗�)) sup {�1�} + (1/	�� (�2�, �∗�)) sup {�2�}1/	�� (�1�, �∗�) + 1/	�� (�2�, �∗�) .

(7)

	en the output �-level set in the consequent part for every� will be

�∗� = [inf {�∗�} , sup {�∗�}] . (8)

Reference [10] extended the formula for 2k rules.

inf {�∗�} = ∑2�=1 (1/	�
 (� ��, �∗�)) inf {���}∑2�=1 (1/	�
 (� ��, �∗�)) ;
sup {�∗�} = ∑2�=1 (1/	�� (� ��, �∗�)) sup {���}∑2�=1 (1/	�� (� ��, �∗�)) .

(9)

In the next section we are applying the above formulas to
obtain output of fuzzy system based on Z numbers.

3. Interpolative Reasoning Using � Number
Based Fuzzy Rules

Let us consider Z If-	en rules and its inference mechanism.
Assume that multiinput-single output fuzzy Z rules are given
as follows.

Z Number Based If-	en Rule Base is as follows:

If �1 is (�11, �11) and . . . and �� is (�1�, �1�)
	en � is (�1, �1)

If �1 is (�21, �21) and . . . and �� is (�2�, �2�)
	en � is (�2, �2) ...

If �1 is (��1, ��1) and . . . and �� is (���, ���)
	en � is (��, ��) .

(10)
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Let us consider the application of interpolation approach
given in Section 2 to the inference process of the fuzzy
system based on Z numbers. At rst iteration using �-cut the
di�erences between coming input signals and fuzzy values of
variables in antecedent parts are calculated. For this purpose,�-cuts can be used with Hamming, Euclidian, or one of
the distances given in (4). 	e distances will be calculated
for constraint and reliability variables in antecedent part
separately.

Here formulas (5) and (6) are used to nd lower and
upper distances of membership function. A�er nding the
distances using formula (9) in consequent part the lower and
upper parts of the fuzzy output signal are calculated. 	ese
operations can be expressed using the following formulas
also.We can obtain lower and upper parts through�-cuts. For
this purpose, at rst iteration the distances are calculated as

	
 (����,� , ��� ) = ����������,� − ��� ������ ;
	�� = �∑

�
	
 (����,� , ��� ) , (11)

where � = 1, . . . , � and � is a number of input signals, � =1, . . . ,  , and  is a number of rules. For special case � = {0, 1}.	
(���� , ��� ) is a distance between two fuzzy sets. Formula (11)

is used to nd distance 	!�� for constraint parameter A and
also the same formula can be adapted to nd distance 	"��
for reliability parameter.	e total distance will be sum of two
distances computed for constraint and reliability

	�� = 	!�� + 	"�� . (12)

Here 	"�� is the distance computed for the reliability
parameter.	e fuzzy set in the output of the rule is calculated
by using the following equation.

(��, ��	) = ∑��=1 (1/	∝� ) (�	,�, �	,�)∝1/∑��=1 (1/	∝� ) . (13)

Formula (13) is applied for nding inf, sup, and center
values in output fuzzy sets. If we combine (11) and (13) then
we can get the following:

(��, ��	) = ∑��=1 (1/∑�� 	
 (����,� , ��� )) (�	,�, �	,�)∝1/∑��=1 (1/∑�� 	
 (����,� , ��� )) . (14)

Using (14) we can derive the output Z fuzzy signal of the
system. It is needed to note that for nding output signal
we use �	�; for nding the reliability we use �	� variables in
right side of (13) (or (14)). A�er getting output signals, the
converting of Z number to the crisp number is performed.
Formula� = ((�� +4∗�� +��)/6)∗ ((�	� +4∗�	� +�	�)/6)
given in [4, 5] is used to drive the crisp value of output signal.
Here Y is fuzzy output value and �	 is the reliability. It is
needed to mention that in the antecedent and consequent
parts of the rule base we are using triangular type fuzzy sets
for the input and output parameters. If we are considering� = 0 and � = 1 levels then we can get le� ��, middle ��,
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Figure 2: Structure of type-2 FNS based control system.

and right �� values of the output signal. Le� (��, �	�) and
right (��, �	�) values are corresponding to � = 0 level; middle(��, �	�) value is corresponding to � = 1 level.
4. Simulation Studies: Control of

Dynamic Plant

In industry, many dynamic plants are operating in an un-
certain environment and characterized by the fuzziness of
information. 	ese dynamic plants are characterized with
uncertainties related to the structure and the parameters.
	e deterministic models cannot adequately describe these
dynamic plants and using these models it was di
cult to
obtain the required control performance. 	e use of fuzzy
set theory for constructing control systems can be a valuable
alternative to solve the problem [15–19]. In this paper, the
fuzzy Z number based system described in the above section
is used for the control of dynamic plants.

	e proposed fuzzy Z number based control system is
used for control of dynamic plants. 	e structure of the
control system is given in Figure 2. In this structure the
di�erence $(%) between the plant’s output signal �(%) and the
set-point signal &(%) is determined. Using $(%) the change of
error $�(%) and the sum of error ∑$(%) are determined. In
the gure, ' indicates di�erentiation operation and ∑ indi-
cates integration operation. Using these input signals the
fuzzy Z number based system is used for closed-loop control
system.

	e kernel of fuzzy controller is the knowledge base that
has If-	en form. 	e accuracy of a fuzzy control system
depends on input variables as well as the expert rules and
the membership functions; therefore it is important for
them to be chosen carefully. 	e antecedent part of If-	en
rules include input and the consequent part of the rules is
the control signal to be applied to the plant. 	e analyses
have shown that the control of dynamic plants is basically
implemented using input variables error and change-in-error.
At rst iteration, using these parameters the knowledge base
that has If-	en form is developed. In knowledge base, the If-
	en rules demonstrate the association between input param-
eters and output control signal. On the base analysis of the
dynamic plants, theKBdescribing input-output association is
designed. Using error and change of error the corresponding
value of control signal is determined.

During designing KB the input variables are described
by linguistic values. 	e forms of these linguistic values
are taken in triangle form. Each of them is represented
by triangle membership functions. During designing these
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Figure 3: Membership functions of input variables.

Table 1: Knowledge of the expert.

Control u
Change-in-error e�

NL, * NS, * Z, * PS, * PL, *
Error e

NL, * PL, * PL, * PL, * PS, * Z, *
NS, * PL, * PL, * PS, * Z, * NS, *
Z, * PL, * PS, * Z, * NS, * NL, *
PS, * PS, * Z, * NS, * NL, * NL, *
PL, * Z, * NS, * NL, * NL, * NL, *

triangle membership functions for the linguistic values it
is necessary to determine the universe of discourse and
number of linguistic values for each input parameter. In the
paper, the number of membership functions is taken to be
equal to 5. 	e linguistic values for the input and output
parameters are denoted as NL (negative large), NS (negative
small), Z (zero), PS (positive small), and PL (positive large).
For simplicity, we scale the range of variables between 0
and 1. 	e membership functions used to describe input
and output variables are shown in Figure 3. A�er dening
membership functions for each parameter, the construction
of fuzzy If-	en rules is performed. Each rule has two-input
and one-output variables. Table 1 describes the relationships
between input parameters, error and change-in-error, and
output parameter, control signal of the controller. Using the
table fuzzy production rules can be obtained. In (15) using
Table 1 the fragment of rule base is given.

Fragment of Fuzzy Rule Base is as follows:

IF error is (NL, *) and change-in-error is (NL, *)
Then Control signal is (PL, *)

IF error is (Z, *) and change-in-error is (PS, *)
Then Control signal is (NS, *)

...
IF error is (PS, *) and change-in-error is (NL, *)

Then Control signal is (PS, *)

(15)

Example 1. 	e presented fuzzy system based on Z numbers
using rule base is applied for control of dynamic plants. 	e
designed system is validated using plant models in order to
check if the system performance is acceptable. In the rst
example, the designed fuzzy controller based on Z number
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Figure 4: Transient response characteristic of Z number based
(solid curve) and conventional fuzzy (dashed line) controller.

is applied for the control of dynamic plant given by the
following equation.

� (%) = � (% − 1) � (% − 2) (� (% − 1) + 2.5)(1 + � (% − 1)2 + � (% − 2)2) + 7 (%) , (16)

where �(%−1), �(%−2) are one- and two-step delayed output
of the dynamic plant, and 7(%) is input control signal.

	e control of the plant is performed using di�erent
values of the reference signal. 	e period of the reference
signal is 200 samples, and the mathematical expression for
the reference signal is given as follows:

Reference (%) =
{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{

10, 0 ≤ % < 50
15, 50 ≤ % < 100
10, 100 ≤ % < 150
15, 150 ≤ % < 200

. (17)

In the paper the root-mean-square error (RMSE) is used as a
performance criterion.

RMSE = √∑��=1 (��� − ��)2B , (18)

whereB is the total number of the samples.
	e simulation of the fuzzy Z number based control sys-

tem has been performed for the plant (16). 	e performance
of Z number based fuzzy control system is compared with the
performance of conventional fuzzy control system using the
same initial conditions. Figure 4 depicts the time response
characteristics of the conventional fuzzy and Z number based
control system. In the gure, the solid line is the response
characteristic of the control system with Z number based
fuzzy controller; dashed line is the response characteristic
of the conventional fuzzy control system. As shown from
the gure the values of static errors for both controllers are
zero; transient overshoots are the same (near 19%). Sums of
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Figure 5: Time response characteristic of control systems with
Z number based controller for di�erent values of set-point input
signals. Dashed line is set-point signal; solid line is plant output.

Table 2: RMSE values.

Controller
RMSE values

100 iterations
(Figure 4)

200 iterations
(Figure 5)

Fuzzy 70.2697 2626.501988

Z number based controller 64.49811 2614.209756

RMSE values of control systems for 100 iterations are given in
Table 2. RMSE value of Z number based control system is less
than conventional fuzzy control system.

In next simulation, the performance fuzzy Z number
based control system has been tested using di�erent set-
point signals given by formula (14). Figure 5 depicts the time
response characteristics of Z number based control system
using di�erent values of set-point signals. 	e RMSE values
for both simulations are given in Table 2. As can be seen, the
RMSE value for Z number based fuzzy control system is less
than that of the conventional fuzzy controller.

Example 2. In the second experiment, the simulation of the
control system of the temperature of rectier column B-2 in
oil renery plant is performed. 	e process is described by
the following di�erential equations:

�0� (2) (C) + �1� (1) (C) + �2� (C) = �07 (C) , (19)

where �0 = 0.072min2, �1 = 0.056min, and �2 = 1, �0 =
60∘C/(kgf/cm2); here �(C) is regulation parameter of object;7(C) is output of fuzzy controller.

	e rule base given in Table 2 is used for the design of
Z number based controller for the plant (18). Analogously
to Example 1, the designed control system is tested using
input signals given in Example 1, for 100 and 200 iterations.
Simulation results of designed fuzzy control system based
on Z number are compared with the simulation results of
control systems based on the conventional fuzzy controller. In
Table 3 the results of comparative estimation of RMSE values
of the response characteristic of control systems are given.

Table 3: RMSE values.

Controller

RMSE values

100 iterations
(Figure 4)

200 iterations
(Figure 5)

Fuzzy 215.65172 2419.03285

Z number based controller 97.693416 2219.600649

	e simulation results demonstrate the e
ciency of using Z
number based controller in control of dynamic plants.

5. Conclusions

	e paper presents the design of Z number based fuzzy
inference system. 	e interpolative inference mechanism of
the fuzzy system has been presented and the same inference
mechanism is developed for Z number based fuzzy system. Z
fuzzy rule base is designed and the reliability degrees of the
fuzzy values of the variables are estimated. Interpolative fuzzy
inference engine process using Z number based system has
been designed. 	e designed algorithm is used for control of
dynamic plants. 	e If-	en rule base using the knowledge
of experts is designed. 	e reliability degrees of the fuzzy
values of the variables are estimated. Using rule base and
fuzzy interpolative reasoning the control of dynamic plants is
performed. 	e obtained results demonstrate the suitability
of designed system in control of dynamic plants.
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